
The COMBI 200VA from IMER U.S.A., is the most accurate lightweight tile saw made today. 
Designed and built to last, the COMBI 200VA is equally at home in the hands of the professional 
installer or the first time user.

Portable Tile Saw

COMBI 200VA 8" 

Accuracy
When 45 degrees cuts are needed, 
just tilt the travel beam. Simple and 
accurate. GUARANTEED!
While the overhead beam design 
provides a smooth accurate cut.

45 ° cuts are perfect!

Performance
To ensure that the COMBI 
200VA would be both light 
and powerful we designed and 
developed an all new 1 h.p. motor. 
Cuts are made quickly and quietly.
Performance and reliability are 
GUARANTEED!

Portability
The COMBI 200VA is light, 
only 45 lbs., yet it is very very 
strong. The plastic water pan is 
shatter resistant and a breeze to 
empty and clean.

Quality
The aluminum cutting surface is 
made of aircraft grade material. 
Quality components ensure that 
the COMBI 200VA will main-
tain its accuracy and fi nish for 
years to come.

Stand Included

ONLY
45 lbs.

New Feature
Plunge cuts are smooth and 
precise as the cast aluminum 
cutting head pivots on a sealed 
bushing. “L” cuts for door jams are 
now quick n’ simple.
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Quick SpecsCOMBI 200VA 8" 

Blade diameter 8"

Blade shaft diameter 5/8"

Max. cutting length (w/plunge cut) 21"(24")

Max. cutting depth 90/45 degrees 1.6" / 0.8"

Motor rating 1 h.p. 110v, 10 amp

Blade speed 2.800 r.p.m.

Weight (boxed, includes stand) 45 lbs. (60 lbs.) Real light!

Water pan capacity 5 gal.

Water pump flow 3 g.p.m.

Noise level 78 db(A)  It’s real quiet!

OPERATING DIMENSIONS (boxed)

Length 35"  (37")

Width 19"  (22")

Height 18"  (20")

The Accessory Side Table is standard!

Tool Distributors Speak Up
This saw is light, the price is right, and Imer quality is tried and true. 
And the new accessory side table allows you to cut much bigger pieces 
than the De Walt saw.
– Pat Benfer, Owner, Benfer Equipment, Bloomington, Minnesota


